
Summer 2 Week 4



Friday 3rd July

LO: To identify which materials have certain properties. 

Success criteria…

 I can identify which materials the objects are made from.

 I can test materials to see how they behave.

 I can choose words which describe how materials behave



Think back to last lesson, how many properties can you remember? 

Remember: Properties are words that describe what something is like.



Here is our key vocabulary from last week, how many did you remember?

• Opaque means that it 

doesn't let any light 

through.

• Transparent means 

that the material lets 

light through.

• Absorbent means that 

something soaks up 

liquid.

• If something is dull it 

lacks brightness or any 

shine.



How Materials Behave

 You can sometimes tell just by looking at materials which properties they 
have, but sometimes you have to do a few tests to see how they behave.

 Today is going to be very exciting as you will be testing materials to see 
how they behave when different things happen to them.

 We are going to be testing whether things are waterproof or not 
waterproof.

 You will need: a plastic bottle, a t-shirt, some scrap paper, gloves and a 
tin can.



Main activity

 We are going to be testing whether things are waterproof or not waterproof.

 If something is waterproof, then it repels water- this means water should just run 
off it without soaking through to the other side. 

 You will need: a plastic bottle, a t-shirt, some scrap paper, gloves, a tin can and  
something you can fill with water (this could be the sink, a bucket or large bowl).

 You are going to put the objects in the water for 10 seconds each (you need to do 10 
seconds for every object so the test is fair). 

 When you take them out of the water, decide if the object is waterproof or not and 
record your answer on your sheet.



Our prediction

 A good scientist predicts what they think might happen before they do the test.

 We will be testing a plastic bottle, a t-shirt, some scrap paper, gloves and a tin can. I 
would like you to predict an object you think will be waterproof and an object you think will 
not be waterproof. You must explain your decision…

 I think the will be waterproof because 

.

 I think the will not be waterproof because 

.





How Materials Behave

 Now we have tested our materials, we need to write down our findings, just like scientists.

1. Method

For this question you need to explain how you did the test, pretend you are telling someone 

who has never done it before how they could do it too!

2. Results

Here you need to explain what you found out from the test. Remember you must say what 

happened to the materials when you tested them because we are investigating how materials 

behave. 

3. Did anything happen that surprised you?

Was there anything that happened that you didn’t expect?



1. Method



2. Results



3. Did anything happen that surprised you?


